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which word is not synonym with the others?

distinguish prominent great huge

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

which one is not correct?

passed away=dead demised=dead

brought up=grow trained=thought

2-

1. 2.

3. 4.

kasai has written some books most of which are traceable. "traceable" means..................... 

reachable cheap numerous expensive

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

it is believed that the compiler of grammer in kufah was maadh Ibn Alharra. compiler

means.............

collector teacher scholar writer

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Sibawaih is one of the great.......................

philologists biologist grammerians compilers

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

when a persian poem was read out to him  he could in stantly translate it into arabic.This sentence

says...........

he was not able to translate so fast his translation was so fast

he learned persian better than arabic he learned arabic better than persian

6-

1. 2.

3. 4.

All the aspects of linguistic science in the arabic languag were the result of the appearance

of.................

prophet grammarian books

Quran linguistic books

7-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The arabs did follow the Ir'ab to some extent at the time of advent of Islam as they are now seen

in the text of the Holy Quran. 

what is the main Idea of this sentence?

I'rab was very important for early arabs

arabs followed the I'rab and nowadays do this

arabs dont cave to I'rab

Irab is only about Quran

8-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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The three important divisions of grammar which have now become separte entities the sciences of

maani bayan and badi were inthe begining amalgamated with one another

According to the passage which item is correct?

maani bayan and badi were separate

maani bahan and badi were not separate

maani bayan and badi were mingled with another

grammer was maani bayan and badi with no origin

9-

1.

2.

3.

4.

  Which word of the following means" parts"?

grammar divisions sciences aspect

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

which item is the meaning of  " amalgmated"?

mingled separated initated recieved

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The books( containing) discussions about maani bayan and badi titled as maani ALQuran.The

nearest meaning of "discussions"is......................

people subjects leaders soldiers

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"Containing"   in ques)on 12  means.........................

discussing concerning including compilling

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Fannu Aghrad AL  Nahw or Asrar AL Nahw wa Ilal AL Nahw are another names for...................

grammar linguistic

fegh maani and bayan

14-

1. 2.

3. 4.

even if most of the sciences of literature and arts of oratory of the arabic language were not

exactly invented by Iranian  they were at least the pioneers to compile them.

most of arabic scienes was invited by Iranian

Iranians are compiler of many arabic sciences

arabs compile their literature themselves

Iranians found many arabic sciences

15-

1.

2.

3.

4.

pioneer means.......................

a person who is the first to do something

a person who is interested in doing something

a person who hate to do something

a person who makes mistake in doing something

16-

1.

2.

3.

4.
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.................was one of the prominent Islamic Iranian literary critics.

maadh Ibn AL Qahir ALharra Abd ALQahir  AL Jurjani

sibawaih saduddin masud AL taftazani

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

..................................Almutawwal and AL mukhtasar are commentaries on khatib AL Qazwini's.

asrar ALbalaghah ALarud

talkhis ALmiftah AL umdah

18-

1. 2.

3. 4.

...................made the name of taftazani immortal through the siad commentaries of AL mutawwal

and ALmukhtasar in his own book.

sakkaki Qazwini AL jurjani Hariri

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

"view point" means.................................

opinion guideline institution mention

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

AL Qazvini in some matters has differed from the belifs of sakkaki.This sentence says..................

Qazvini is agree with sakkaki

some times Qazvini is disagree with sakkaki 

Qazvini mentioned of sakkaki

sakkaki is greater than Qazvini

21-

1.

2.

3.

4.

which one is near to" differed "in meaning?

has difference is agreed

has new opinion says another idea

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Irab was mainained even when it was no longer used in the Arabic speaking urban centers out side

Iran.

based on this seatence..................

arabs didnt pay attention to Irab

Irab wasnt mentioned anywhere

Iranian were loyal to Irab less than arabs

Iranians were loyal to Irab more than arabs 

23-

1.

2.

3.

4.

.........................is one of the leading writers of Ilm Al Nahw  Ilm Ailughah  Ilm Alfigh  Ilm Alhadith

and Quranic knowledge.

Ibn Alduraid Al sirafi sibawaih Al jauhari

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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 Which one of the following stands for	����	����	����	����    ��ت��ت��ت��ت

linguistic dictionary literature lexicography

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Among the sciences relating to arabic grammar  Ilm Al Arud has a" distinct"place.

The underlined word means................

clearly separat unclear not important ignorable

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

when something is unparalleled, it means  that it...........................

is small is too hard has no similar is too easy

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

kitab Al Ain is writen by.......................

sibawaih AlMughaddasi

khalil Ibn Ahmad Al Khurasani

28-

1. 2.

3. 4.

It appears that the complete analysis of different literary disciplines is a result of researches made

during the 4th and 5th centuries a.h.

According to above sentence.......................

arabic literature was completely separat before 3the century

arabic disciplines was not completely separate before 4the century

a'er 5th century researeehes obtained great results

during this period we hadnt consid erable va searches

29-

1.

2.

3.

4.

undoubtedly means................   

 ��� ���� 	
 ��� �����  ���� ��

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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